


55 Worldwide
& National clients

13 Full-time
Experienced experts

11 Years in Digital Marketing
& OOH solutions

400 Projects
Handling Experience

BACKGROUND

Our history
An idea of NSG Ads was created while experiencing lack
of digital marketing services being offered to local and
global brands. After 5 years of experience specially in
Vietnam market, we decided to set up an independent
marketing agency which is not only digital agency & OOH
but also instant solution provider by offering all
marketing services with latest and suitable technology. 

We do believe in valuable solutions interrupt the market
by two ways communications. We are optimistic to
innovate unique experiences in the marketing and
advertising environment
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OUR CAPABILITIES



OOH – Out of Home Advertising
All Over Vietnam



OVERVIEW

3200 Location mainly in main cities, airport, city
centers, shopping, hospitals, tower, apartments
highways…

8500 Traditional Billboard, LCD, LED, S-digital,
D-screen, Mobile..

63 Provinces of Vietnam.. 

With new innova,on combined technology and our exper,se, we bring you the authen,c 
values, ge:ng you closer to your targeted consumers by our signature integrated 
adver,sement products... 
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Technology: 4,710 LED Pixel P12G full color – the latest LED generation 
combined with EXC 600-Controller panel able to manage 300,000 pixel 

THE BIGGEST LED IN VIETNAM 
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Smart Adver,sing 
Types:
Frame 
LCD 
One-side Standee 
Two-side Standee 

SLIM FIT LED VINCOM 
DONGKHOI 

Grid LED – Liễu Giai
Metropolis 
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CASE STUDY

SCB Bank 



CASE STUDY

MYTOUR ( VN TRAVEL GROUP)



DIGITAL MARKETING



GOOGLE SEARCH GOOGLE SHOPPING

GDN-GOOGLEDISPLAY YOUTUBEADS



ZALOADS VIBER ADS

WIFI ADSEMAILMARKETING



COC COC ADS

SKYPE ADSLINKEDIN ADS



FACEBOOKADS FACEBOOK FANPAGE

INSTAGRAMADS FBWEBCONVERSION



TIKTOKADS



ONLINE PRBOOKING



VIDEOMARKETING



VIDEOMARKETING TOP 1 -DEMO



SEO: SEARCH ENGINEOPT



REACH CAPACITY



CASE STUDY

Bobby Chan ( Unicharm Vietnam)



CASE STUDY

Corona Resort & Casino, Phu Quoc, Vietnam



CASE STUDY

Vinhomes River Side HanoiDigital Marketing Need

Solutions

• We respectively give different messages for TA
by creating content with high engaging rate.

• The fan page's contents are followed by the
message of each week

• Building content giving TA helpful information
as much as possible through knowledge and
functional and emotional factors

• We crafted posts with eye catching visual
contents & concise captions which are able to
capture fan’s interest

• For each content, we always focus on
encouraging to feed back

Campaign Flow
The main destination for all channels & platform is website of Vinhomes, it allows vast information to TA and help agency to analyze
more about Acquisition, Behavior and Conversion. It helps agency to reach more meaningful TA and use digital marketing budget wisely

We achieved KPIs by 109% above our commitment including >10000 FB followers, >6000 Potential
Qualified Leads, increased traffic on website by >9000 new users every month, interaction rate on
FB post increased from 0.5% to 1.9%



CASE STUDY

Watch Me Store Vietnam  

Challenges before Campaign

1. Drive traffic to Watchme Store website
2. Set up tracking environment to measure

KPIs
3. Collec potential lead in the competitive

market and season -> Optimization on
google ads

4. Brand awareness (impact user journey to act
online with goal) along with performance
collection

5. Select tactics and channels to bring the best
result

6. Set up tracking environment to measure
KPIs

What did we do in the campaign?

1. Set up the ad sets and ad groups and activate the campaign
2. To integrate clear tracking metrics to optimize performance and

track KPIs
3. Built highly targeted display & search campaign
4. Watch and fashion brand related interests, 16 ad groups and

more than 60 responsive ads formats. This type of optimization
can deliver best results across all opportunities.

5. Continuously run digital campaigns to keep the visibility brand
on google open.

6. Optimized channels day by day, looking for best conversion ad
set and TA

7. Maintained supporting 'awareness' campaign focused on
promoting the watchmestore current promotion via display ads
targeted to site visitors (remarketing), relevant topic sites, etc.

8. To work closely with Watchmestore team to embed the coding
and figure out the issues in landing page

9. To display the ads on suitable placements reaching and
persuading users to take actions

10. To pause Facebook in order to use budget for other better
performing platform

11. NSG team supported for content and creative through out the
campaign to perform best of the channel without any extra fee.

Summary: What did we do to in the campaign?
Watchmestore enabled the NSG Ads team to first fine tune their with
suitable channels then optimize them through the campaigns. Our
team’s first mission was to set up clear goal attribution and test all key
channels including search, social and display. We discovered that the
intent driven nature of our search campaigns would deliver
outstanding conversion metrics and set about developing a finely
tuned search approach utilizing intelligent optimization and proactive
testing. We maintained intelligent display elements of the campaign
but set about driving unprecedented potential TA to watchmestore’s
website and its sales teams in all key provinces that they’re active in
through.

Our key insight was that creatively written ad copy relating to tightly
targeted Ad Groups could increase our performance from click through
to conversion while maintaining relevance to deliver far above
benchmark metrics. This qualitative approach to our ad’s campaign
optimization shown through, notably achieving a high CTR (all overall
campaigns) and watchmestore were able to reach their full capacity of
Kpis enabling their sales team to run at full capacity throughout the
crucial season.

We retargeted visitors to the website & promotion landing page via
GDN and analyzed user interests to deliver the wider reach and
awareness that the watchmestore team wanted to maintain at the
most efficient cost.



CASE STUDY

VUS Vietnam 
VUS marketing and management team well
understand the challenges in Vietnam specially
in Hanoi market where they are newcomers,
unpopular brand even 5 centers in well known
and high demanding localities of Hanoi
The biggest challenge was limited online
marketing budget and pressure to increase
share in the market.

With limited budget all actions and challenges to solve
seeming big task for team, team came up with digital
marketing strategy to combine all challenges with 1
well planned marketing solution Gitting their budget
and marketing challenges.

Digital Marketing Need

Solutions

Microsite FB Page 
Creation

Landing 
Page

Ø Built FB page and drive traffic 
to landing page

Ø Created Microsite for all in one 
destination for paid and 
owned media 

Ø Through GA, collect data and 
re-target TA to remember the 
brand and do an action for 
lead

Demo



CASE STUDY

Domino’s Pizza Vietnam



CASE STUDY

Huggies & Kotex (Ogilvy-Kimberly Clark)



CASE STUDY

Mathnasium Vietnam
What did we do in the campaign

1. Set up the ad sets and ad groups and activate the campaign

2. Built highly targeted display & search campaign

3. Brand related interests, 16 ad groups and more than 60

responsive ads formats. This type of optimization can deliver

best results across all opportunities.

4. Continuously run digital campaigns to keep the visibility brand

on google open.

5. Optimized channels day by day, looking for best conversion ad set

and TA

6. Maintained supporting 'awareness' campaign focused on

promoting the current promotion via display ads targeted to site

visitors relevant topic sites, etc.

7. To work closely with team and Higure out the issues in landing

page

8. To display the ads on suitable placements reaching and

persuading users to take actions

9. NSG team supported for content and creative through out the

campaign to perform best of the channel.

Since it is a about math segment making TA to understand
harder which institute is better and how to increase
qualiHied lead conversion with limited budget and very
speciHic TA along with above challenge, other challenges
were: optimization, integration of different channels,

recognizing suitable ad formats and
placements, at the same time keep an eye on brand
awareness.

Challenge Campaign Summary

Mathnasium Team enabled the NSG Ads team to 4irst 4ine tune their with

suitable channels then optimize them through the campaigns. Our team’s 4irst

mission was to set up clear goal attribution and test all key channels including

search, social and display. We discovered that the intent driven nature of our

search campaigns would deliver outstanding conversion metrics and set about

developing a 4inely tuned search approach utilizing intelligent optimization

and proactive testing. We maintained intelligent display elements of the

campaign but set about driving unprecedented potential TA to fanpage and

website website and its sales teams in all key provinces that they’re active in

through.

Our key insight was that creatively written ad copy relating to tightly targeted

Ad Groups could increase our performance from click through to conversion

while maintaining relevance to deliver far above benchmark metrics. This

qualitative approach to our ad’s campaign optimization shown through,

notably achieving a high CTR (all overall campaigns) and Mathnasium were

able to reach their full capacity of Kpis enabling their sales team to run at full

capacity throughout the crucial season.

We retargeted visitors to the website & promotion landing page via GDN and

analyzed user interests to deliver the wider reach and awareness that the

mathansium team wanted to maintain at the most ef4icient cost.



CASE STUDY

Humphreys & Partners



CASE STUDY

A Menswear retailers USA



GET IN TOUCH

HCM OFFICE ->
HCMC Office: Vincom Center Dong Khoi, NSG Ads 
Vietnam L18-11-13, 18th Floor, , 72 Le thanh Ton, 
Ben Nghe Ward, District 1, HCMC

HANOI OFFICE ->

142B De la Thanh, Nam Dong, Dong Da,
Hanoi, Vietnam

CONTACT DETAILS
+84 859155759 , +84 915761406

info@nsgads.com

mailto:info@nsgads.com

